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equipment-free paper-based
agglutination assay of bacterial cells

Mohammad Al-Tamimi, *a Shahed Altarawneh,a Minas A. Mustafa, b Mariam El-
sallaqa and Penelope Shihabc

Background: point-of-care (POC) tests are useful for bedside/home applications, emergencies, frequent

follow-ups, and resource-limited areas. Limited quantitative and equipment-free POC assays have been

reported. This study aims to develop, validate, and apply a simple, quantitative, paper-based POC assay.

Methods: wax-channeled paper treated with specific anti-Brucella and anti-Salmonella antibodies was

used for distance-based chromatographic elution of stained bacterial cell agglutinations. Results:

a qualitative paper-based agglutination POC test was developed using color intensity, tail appearance,

and “+/−” signs that clearly distinguish the positive and negative results. The optimization of the test for

paper type, microfluidic channel design, antibody and bacterial cell concentrations, and elution methods

was carried out. Quantitative assay transformation was successfully developed using the color intensity

of the original reaction zone, intensity of elution tail, and distance-based migration that correspond to

bacterial agglutination size. The migration distance of eluted bacterial agglutination bands corresponds

to the target concentration with good linearity and minimal variability. Reporting of colored band

migration with numbers using microfluidic patterns was used to enhance non-technical end-user

applications. A distance-based POC assay prototype was then successfully used for the accurate

detection of known and unknown samples in comparison with standard assays. Conclusions: the

migration distance of an eluted stained bacterial agglutination correlated with anti-bacterial antibody

concentrations. A simple, cheap, quantitative, and equipment-free paper-based POC assay of bacterial

cell agglutination was developed. This test can be used for simple “+/−” results, thermometer-like

quantification, or text reporting with numbers corresponding to target concentrations. The assay has

extended applications to different human disease biomarkers.
Introduction

Point-of-care (POC) medical testing attracts huge attention due
to its wide real-life applications at home, health care sites, and
emergency and low-resource situations.1 Traditional diagnostic
laboratory testing is equipment-dependent, labor-intensive,
time-consuming, and expensive.1,2 POC testing is affordable,
user-friendly, rapid, equipment-free, and deliverable to users.1,2

Microuidic technologies are interesting for POC testing as they
require less time and small volumes of samples yet provide high
accuracy.2 Paper-based microuidic devices have placed them-
selves on the front line for POC development.2–4

Most POCs are qualitative and provide a “yes/no” answer with
relatively limited sensitivity, which limits their wide
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applications.1 POC devices that provide quantitative results are
very expensive.5,6 Other less expensive devices including scan-
ners, smartphone applications, portable pressure meters, and
other devices were proposed.1,5,6Quantitative and equipment-free
POCs are needed and would be of huge advantage.1,4 Many
attempts for the development of quantitative and equipment-free
POCs were reported using intensity-based methods, ladder-bar
detection, time-based detection, distance-based detection,
counting-based strategy, and text-based detection.1,4–7

Quantitative, equipment-free, distance-based paper POCs
that rely on reading a visual signal length that corresponds to
target concentration in a thermometer-like approach have been
developed.8–17 Mechanisms involved enzyme, metal
complexion, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),
immunochromatography enzyme channeling, coffee ring effect,
magnetic beads, nanoparticles aggregation, aptamer/invertase-
functionalized sepharose beads, interfacial interactions, liquid
crystalline visualization, and hydrogel-based to generate color
band height or distance.8–20 Similarly, an internal clock reaction
using enzyme immunochromatography assay9 and length of
ow of amphiphilic biosamples in paper microchannels21 was
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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used to generate distance-based signals. Some of these POC
devices require the presence of a smart phone for accurate
detection.14,17

Distance-based paper POCs were used for the measurement
of cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein, glucose, bilirubin,
nickel, glutathione, immunoglobulin, aerosol oxidative activity,
cocaine, lactoferrin, theophylline, and metals.8–20 Infectious
diseases are common in developing countries with limited
resources; accordingly, the development of reliable and
equipment-free POC devices for the diagnosis of different
infections is required.22 Bacterial infections including Brucella
and Salmonella are endemic in many countries in Asia, South
America, the Middle East and Africa. Serological tests for the
detection of anti-Brucella or anti-Salmonella antibodies are
commonly used for establishing the diagnosis using slide
agglutination test or ELISA methods.23–25 To the best of our
knowledge, paper-based bacterial agglutination POC tests that
report results using the migration distance for the quantica-
tion of anti-bacterial antibodies have not been reported before.
Furthermore, converting distance to text numbers is a new and
simple approach that shows results directly with no need for
further interpretation.
Materials and methods
Bacterial cells agglutination tests

The Rose Bengal Brucella test is a slide agglutination test for the
qualitative and semi-quantitative specic detection of anti-
Brucella antibodies in human and animal serum. The test
principal relies on the abilities of anti-Brucella IgG or IgM
antibodies (agglutinin) in patients' serum to induce the visible
agglutination of stained Brucella abortus bacterial suspension
(Rose Bengal Brucella reagent).23 The test procedure was per-
formed according to manufacturer instructions (Arcomex, Jor-
dan) by mixing 40 mL of serum or controls with one drop of Rose
Bengal reagent on a slide or white card at room temperature,
placed on a rotator for proper mixing for 2–4 minutes and then
observed for visible macroscopic agglutination. Serial two-fold
dilutions of the sample in 9 g L−1 saline solution followed by
applying the same steps can be used for the semi-quantitative
determination of Brucella antibodies. Positive control (Serum
with anti-B. abortus concentration 50 IU mL−1) and negative
control are provided in the kit.

The Salmonella slide test applies a similar principle and
procedure for the qualitative and semi-quantitative detection of
anti-Salmonella antibodies using visible agglutination. The test
was performed according to manufacturer instructions (Arco-
mex, Jordan). Semi-quantitative measurements require the dilu-
tion of the serum sample followed by the determination of the
degree of agglutination from +4 (strong agglutination with 100%
clear supernatant) to +1 (weak agglutination about 25%).26
Determination of Brucella and Salmonella antibodies by
standard laboratory tests

The quantitative determination of anti-Brucella antibodies for
positive control and plasma samples was carried out using
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a specic ELISA kit by a reference diagnostic laboratory
according to standard procedures.

Filter paper and hydrophobic wax channels creation

Whatman qualitative lter paper grades 598, 595, and quanti-
tative lter paper 589/2 (Whatman, USA), berglass MGC paper
(sartorius, Germany), and chromatography paper (sartorius,
Germany), and ne Sterilized Facial Tissues (Kleenex) (Fine,
Jordan) were used for experiments. Numbers, channels, reac-
tion zones, text, and symbols like “+/−” were prepared using
Microso Word with different shapes and sizes and then prin-
ted automatically on lter or chromatography papers using
Xerox 8580 wax solid ink printer to create the hydrophobic
surfaces, followed by heating with a laminator device.27

Paper-based bacterial agglutination assay

The same reagents provided with the Rose Bengal test and the
Salmonella test including stained bacterial suspension and
controls were used to develop the paper-based agglutination
test. The procedure involves adding the positive control to the
paper (4 mL), then the reagent was added directly to the same
zone (4 mL). The paper was incubated for 5 minutes at room
temperature. In the case of ascending wash, the paper was then
placed into a chromatography tank containing the washing
buffer, which allowed the reaction zone to be washed ascend-
ingly until the paper was completely soaked. The direct washing
of the paper was performed by directly pipetting the washing
buffer on the reaction zone aer placing the paper on a tissue
paper (50 mL for up to 10 times). Positive reaction was indicated
by the xation of stained reagent cells in paper while negative
reaction was indicated by the elution of cells.

For the semi-quantitative testing of the paper-based assay,
the negative control was used as 0%, the positive control was
either used as supplied (100%) or diluted with normal saline
(Polifarma, Turkey) into 75%, 50%, 25% or was concentrated on
the reaction zone by adding it twice or three times to the same
location with a separating time frame of 3–5 minutes. Different
types of washing buffers were used, including normal saline,
normal saline + 0.1 tween 20 (Scharlau, Spain), and normal
saline + 0.2 tween 20. Rose Bengal reagent was concentrated
using a centrifuge (Sigma, USA), followed by discarding the
required volume of the supernatant.

Pictures of the reactions were taken by a Canon EOS 250D
digital camera (Canon, Japan) and the washed tail length was
measured using a ruler. Pictures were then added to the ImageJ
program (National Institutes of Health and the Laboratory for
Optical and Computational Instrumentation, University of
Wisconsin, USA) for absorbance (OD) measurement of the
reaction zones, and the ODs were analyzed using Microso
Excel.

Results
Qualitative and semi-quantitate bacterial slide agglutination

Fig. 1A shows a positive slide/card agglutination obtained when
doing both the Rose Bengal test (pink) and the Salmonella test
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528 | 20517



Fig. 1 Qualitative bacterial slide/card agglutination test results for the Rose Bengal test (pink) and Salmonella test (blue) with positive and
negative controls (A), and semi-quantitative results with the serial dilution of positive controls (B).
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(blue). Fig. 1B shows serial dilutions of positive controls for the
Rose Bengal test (pink) and Salmonella test (blue), where
agglutination can be observed for the rst two dilutions (100%
and 75%) with difficulties.

Qualitative paper-based bacterial agglutination assay

Positive and negative paper-based agglutination assay results
were compared according to the wash method (direct addition
of washing buffer or ascending wash of buffer) for Rose Bengal
test (pink) and Salmonella test (blue color) usingWhatman lter
paper grade 598 (Fig. 2). The negative test results were washed
for the Rose Bengal and Salmonella test when using direct wash
(Fig. 2A), ascending wash (Fig. 2B), and when using a positive
and negative sign as a reaction zone shape (Fig. 2C).

Optimization of paper-based agglutination assay

The optimization of the Rose Bengal agglutination reaction on
lter paper was performed relying on testing factors such as
paper type, washing buffer type, positive control concentra-
tions, and Rose Bengal reagent concentrations. Three parame-
ters were observed to determine the optimal conditions; the
visual appearance of the original reaction zone aer washing
(xed or eluted), the visual appearance of the elution tail with
ascending washing with the migration distance of the tail
Fig. 2 Positive and negative paper-based agglutination results for the
washing of the reaction zone (A), ascending washing of the reaction zon

20518 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528
measured in cm, and the color intensity of the reaction zone or
elution tail measured by the ImageJ program.

Paper type. Different paper types were considered for test
optimization. Whatman lter paper grades 598, 595, and 589/2
along with Kleenex, chromatography paper, and glass ber
MGC paper were included. Also, different washing buffers were
tested to understand their effect on each paper type, including
normal saline (NS), NS + 0.1 tween 20 (T20), and NS + 0.2 tween
20. Filter paper grade 595 and glass ber MGC paper showed
poor agglutination color variation among the positive and
negative results aer washing with the three washing types.
Filter paper grade 598 and chromatography paper had better
color intensity variations using normal saline as a washing
buffer compared to the other two wash types. The washed tail
was better seen on chromatography paper compared to other
papers when using NS + 0.2 tween 20 as a wash. Kleenex dis-
played a clear color intensity difference between positive and
negative results when normal saline was used as a wash.
Moreover, lter paper grade 589/2 had a clear variation in
positive and negative agglutination colors when using NS alone
and NS + 0.2 tween 20 as a washing buffer (Fig. 3).

The absorbances of each lter paper agglutination (concen-
trations 100% and 0%) were measured using the ImageJ
program aer using saline as a wash. Kleenex had the highest
Rose Bengal test (pink) and Salmonella test (blue) through the direct
e (B), and positive and negative reaction zone signs (C).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Rose Bengal agglutination reactions on filter papers 598, 595, 598/2, Kleenex, chromatography paper, and glass fiber MGC and ascending
washing of reaction zones using three wash types (NS, NS + 0.1 tween 20, and NS + 0.2 tween 20).
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differences between the two concentrations absorbances but
failed to leave a washing tail, which could be possibly used as
a concentration measurement tool. Grade 598 had the next
highest OD difference, followed by grade 589/2. Glass ber MGC
paper failed to have a notable OD difference between the two
concentrations (Fig. 4).

Filter paper grade 598 and chromatography paper were
tested for the possibility of using direct washing of positive and
negative agglutination reactions. Filter paper grade 598 had
a nearly completely washed negative reaction zone and a non-
washed positive agglutination. However, chromatography
paper and Kleenex lter paper grades 595 and 589/2 positive
and negative reaction zones had close color intensities for
positive and negative results with a slightly more washed
negative zone (Fig. 5).
Fig. 4 OD readings and variations among the used filter papers for con

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Target concentration. The Rose Bengal positive control was
diluted to 75%, 50%, 25%, and the 100% concentration was
concentrated twice and three times to determine the aggluti-
nation degree semi-quantitatively on the used paper types using
the ImageJ program and the washed tail length. The best ImageJ
semi-quantitative results were obtained when using lter paper
grade 598 and chromatography paper, followed by Kleenex and
lter paper grade 589/2. However, lter paper grade 595 and
glass ber MGC paper had the least semi-quantitative results.

The washed tails lengths were measured for each concen-
tration on each paper type too. Grades 598 and 589/2 had 0%
tail washed through the whole paper length, then reduced the
tail length according to the concentrations. The chromatog-
raphy paper resulted in a short tail for 0%, which could be
useful for future tail level quantication but had a uctuated
tail length for the rest of the concentrations, which became
centrations 100% and 0% washed with ascending normal saline.

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528 | 20519



Fig. 5 The direct wash of positive and negative Rose Bengal agglutination results on filter paper grades 598, 595, 589/2, chromatography paper,
Kleenex, and glass fiber MGC.
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more linear and concentration-related when the concentration
of the reagent was doubled (2×). Grade 595 showed tail lengths
positively correlated with the expected wash level according to
each concentration. However, glass ber MGC paper showed no
tail lengths according to the concentrations (Fig. 6).

Rose Bengal reagent concentration. The role of Rose Bengal
reagent concentration in the agglutination reaction was evalu-
ated by testing the agglutination intensity and tail formation
when using the reagent concentration as it is (1×) as well as
doubled reagent concentration (2×). Positive control concen-
trations were used for this purpose on chromatography paper
and lter paper grade 598. The washed tails of the concentrated
agglutination reaction on chromatography paper were more
obvious to the naked eye when using 2×. Moreover, doubling
the reagent concentration (2×) resulted in more varied
concentration level readings using ImageJ program compared
to using the reagent as it is. Hence, concentrations 100%, 75%,
50%, 25%, and 0% resulted in readings: 91.6, 96, 99.2, 115.3,
123.1 when using 2× and 143.4, 145.2, 151.9, 163.1, 161.2 when
using 1×. Nevertheless, lter paper grade 598 had more varied
Fig. 6 The washed tail lengths in centimeters of each paper type accor

20520 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528
absorbance results when using 1X concentration compared to
2× concentration results.

Channels shape. Hydrophobic waxed channels were printed
on chromatography paper to control the direction of the reaction
zone for a more accurate semi-quantication of the reaction.
Agglutination reactions were done using positive control
concentrations 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%, then the reac-
tions were repeated four times and the length of the washed tails
was measured using a ruler. The measured tail lengths increased
when the concentration decreased. The average tail lengths were
1.22 cm, 2.27 cm, 2.5 cm, 2.87 cm, and 2.92 cm for concentra-
tions 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%, accordingly (Fig. 7).
Quantitative paper-based agglutination assay development

Chromatography paper was used for semi-quantication paper-
based agglutination development. The absorbance of the reac-
tion zones and washed tails resulting from the ascending
washing of agglutination on chromatography paper was
measured and correlated with positive control concentrations
ding to concentrations 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Rose Bengal agglutination reaction on waxed chromatography paper. (A): agglutination reactions using concentrations 100%, 75%, 50%,
25%, and 0%. (B): a table of tail length readings for the four repeated channeled reactions.
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100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% as well as the washed tails length
in centimeters. The pink color intensity of the head zones
observed by the naked eye is positively correlated with the
concentrations. The tail lengths had opposite results, forming
a ladder of increased length when the concentrations were
reduced (Fig. 8A). As expected, the head absorbances and tail
lengths were adversely correlated with the positive control
concentrations, but the head readings did not vary signicantly
from concentrations 50% to 0%. The tail absorbances decreased
signicantly when the concentrations decreased (Fig. 8B).

Filter paper grade 598 was used for a semi-quantitative
agglutination reaction using a direct wash of normal saline.
The positive control was used in 1× and 3× additions, and
100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% concentrations were used in the
reactions. A reduction in the pink color intensity was observed
according to the reduced concentrations in both 1× and 3×
reactions with an almost vanished pink color for 0%. However,
Fig. 8 Quantitative Rose Bengal agglutination results on chromatograph
25%, and 0%. (B): Head and tail absorbance readings as well as tail lengt

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
visualizing the variations in color intensities according to
concentrations was slightly easier using the 3× reaction
compared to the 1× one (Fig. 9A). Adversely, ImageJ showed
more signicant variations in the absorbance results for the 1×
reaction compared to the 3× one (Fig. 9B).

Assay linearity and variability and determination of unknown
samples

The Rose Bengal reaction was performed for ve concentrations
(100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, 0%) with four trials on chromatography
paper. Aer the ascending wash, the migration of the reaction
was measured in centimeters by a ruler, and the average of the
four readings was calculated for each concentration (Fig. 10A). A
nice linear concentration-dependent tail migration distance can
be observed with minimal variability between different trails.
Furthermore, the reaction zone absorbances for the same trails
were measured using ImageJ, and the average was calculated
y paper. (A): Agglutination reaction for concentrations 100%, 75%, 50%,
hs in cm.

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528 | 20521



Fig. 9 Semi-quantitative Rose Bengal agglutination results on filter paper grade 598. (A): Agglutination reaction for concentrations 100%, 75%,
50%, 25%, and 0% using 1× and 3× positive control additions. (B): 1× and 3× additions absorbances for the used concentrations.

Fig. 10 The average migration distance (cm) of 4 trials with different concentrations was calculated (A). The average absorbance (OD) of the
same 4 trails was calculated with different concentrations (B).
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(Fig. 10B). Poor concentration-dependent linearity can be noted.
The concentration of 5 unknown samples was determined
accurately for all the samples using tail migration distance
plotted in Fig. 10A, while only the concentration of 2/5 unknown
samples was determined using optical density plotted in Fig. 10B.
Assay prototyping using different text (numbers) reporting
methods

Different designs of quantitative number reporting methods were
tested (Fig. 11). A simple ruler can be used to correspond to
analyte concentration (Fig. 11A). Hydrophobic white color wax-
printed numbers that appear as the colored cells migrate within
the hydrophilic space around it (Fig. 11B). Hydrophilic connected
number design surrounded by wax-lled hydrophobic space and
numbers appear as colored cells migrate inside numbers
(Fig. 11C). Using pink color wax printed numbers that disappear
as bacterial cells of equal color intensity migrate (Fig. 11D).
Discussion

The development of quantitative and equipment-free POCs that
provide an onsite sample-to-answer approach has gained wide
interest in recent years due to their wide applications, cheapness,
portability, accessibility, convenience and quick read-out.5,6

Different strategies have been tested including color intensity,
20522 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528
ladder-bar, time, distance, and text. However, challenges
including user variability, environmental conditions effects,
complexity, multiple steps, the requirement for xed attention,
low accuracy, insufficient sensitivity, and poor reproducibility
limit their clinical applicability.1,4,5,7 The different techniques,
applications, pros and cons of distance-based paper microuidic
assays have been recently reviewed.5,6,28 Equipment-free, distance-
based papermicrouidic devices have been summarized in Table
1.8–21 As described in Table 1, the techniques and principles
applied for generating color band height that corresponds to
targets concentrations include enzymatic reaction, immune
chromatography, ELISA, coffee-ring effect, nanoparticles aggre-
gation, uorescence, sweet hydrogel, and liquid crystalline or
combination ofmore than one technique. Distance-based elution
of agglutinated bacterial cells has not been used before (Table
1).8–21 In this study, color generation was mediated directly using
stained bacterial cells, which decrease the number of steps
needed to generate color by other techniques (enzyme, uores-
cence, etc.) and can be expanded to any naturally colored or
stained cells, beads, or particles (Table 1).8–21 Furthermore, these
distance-based techniques were used for measuring drugs,
metals, cholesterol, total human IgG, invasive fungi, bilirubin,
and glucose (Table 1).8–21However, none of these techniques were
applied for themeasurement of infections-related antibodies like
Brucella or Salmonella applied in this study. Distance-based
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 11 Different reportingmethods of numbers correspond to different concentrations (A) using a ruler, (B) using hydrophobic white color wax-
printed numbers, (C) using hydrophilic connected number design, and (D) using pink color wax-printed numbers of equal intensity to bacterial
cells color.
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assays have a higher ability for quantitative transformation,1 text
reporting is regarded as the most user-friendly,5 while paper is
considered the most applicable substrate.2,3

In this study, we combined color intensity, chromatographic
migration distance, and text reporting by ruler or numbers
using patterned paper to generate a new quantitative and
equipment-free prototype for antibody detection using stained
bacterial agents. The assay prototype was optimized, validated
and successfully detected anti-Brucella and anti-Salmonella
antibodies in samples. The assay can have extended applica-
tions to measure different analytes/antibodies/antigens in the
serum or plasma of targeted patients. The color can be provided
using naturally colored cells (e.g., red blood cells),29 stained cells
(e.g., bacterial cells),23 or antigens/antibodies absorbed to
colored beads/particles (e.g., latex beads or nanoparticles).26

Concentration-dependent migration can be achieved by agglu-
tination, aggregation, competitive inhibition, ow-dependent
saturation, and other methods.12–20 Quantication can be ach-
ieved by printing numbers as a ruler,12,16 or as described in this
study, by printing numbers as hydrophilic or hydrophobic
patterns (Fig. 11), or using match color intensity of numbers
and cells.

Limited assays have reported equipment-free, text-based
signal readout of paper-based POCs.5,6 Paper-based assay that
reports ABO/RhD blood grouping “in writing” was initially re-
ported by Li et al.,29 followed by reporting other secondary blood
groups as “+/−”.30 Yamada et al. reported human albumin in
text using “–, Tr., 1+, 2+, 3+, 4+” displayed on a barrier-involved
patterned paper-based analytical device.31 A barrier-free paper-
based assay was developed that reports DNA aptamers text as
“0, Lo, Med, Hi”32 andmetal ions as “Fe” “Ni” or “Cu” with color
intensity increased with increased ion concentration.33 All these
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
assays are qualitative or semi-quantitative.29–33 In this study,
printed numbers were used to report the exact quantity of
serum antibodies using a new approach and microuidic
design. This approach signicantly enhances the applicability
of the device for user-friendly unambiguous quantitative
detection by showing the target concentration as a “number”.

The agglutination test depends on the ability of antibodies to
react with antigens on cells or particles to form clumps.
Agglutination can be visualized by the naked eye using slide,
card, and tube methods or through automated machines. The
test has a wide range of applications including blood grouping,
detection of infections, and autoimmunity.34,35 Among infec-
tions, agglutination tests are widely used for Brucella and
Salmonella diagnosis.24,25 The assessment of slide/card aggluti-
nation test results by the naked eye is inuenced by observers'
subjectivity, affecting its accuracy,35 requires an experienced
operator, which limits its applicability to POC devices,34 and
requires immediate analysis and proper storage of antibodies
and reagents.36 The semi-quantitative assessment of slide/card
agglutination test using a 4+ to 0 scale is furthermore difficult
and subjective.34,35 In this study, we developed, validated, and
applied a quantitative, equipment-free, paper-based POC assay
of bacterial cell agglutination. This test can be used for simple
“+/−” results or the quantitative analysis of a visual signal
length that corresponds to the target concentration in a ther-
mometer-like approach. The assay is simple, fast, reliable,
uses cheap materials in an innovative design, and can have
extended applications of agglutination assays.

The advantage of using the paper-based agglutination assay
developed in this study includes open reading time as the results
are stable for days in the paper while standard slide agglutination
had a very short reading window of a few minutes before the
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528 | 20523



Table 1 Summary of available distance-based assays/devices using paper

Technique Application Principal Quantitation Advantages Disadvantages Reference

Enzyme
immunochromatography

Quantifying drugs in
biological uids
(theophylline)

Immobilized specic
antibody, enzyme
reagent glucose
oxidase and
horseradish
peroxidase and
a color-developer
solution containing
substrates for both
enzymes

Height of a color
front

Simple, rapid, stable,
reliable, with no
need for external
calibration, or blood
separation

Complex with three
steps and two
incubations

8

Other applications
were not discussed

Internal clock enzyme
immunochromatography

Quantifying
theophylline

Immobilization of
glucose oxidase and
monoclonal
antibody to
theophylline on
chromatographic
paper followed by the
addition of enzyme
reagents glucose,
dicarboxidine,
ascorbate, and
theophylline-labeled
horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)

Color band height One step, simple,
and accurate

Require 20 minutes
with multiple
reagents and
antibodies and
applications limited
to therapeutic drug
monitoring

9

The ascorbate acts as
an internal clock

Enzyme chromatography Measurement of
cholesterol in whole
blood

Enzymatic reaction
with cholesterol to
produce hydrogen
peroxide and
quantication using
redox-coupled
indicator

Height of color band One step, separate
plasma from whole
blood, accurate, and
stable

Complex design 10

Enzyme chromatography Measurement of
high-density
lipoprotein in whole
blood

Serum separation
and erythrocyte
agglutination
followed by
lipoprotein
separation, the rst
reaction chamber
contains
chromatography
paper with
immobilized HRP,
the second chamber
contains
immobilized
cholesterol esterase,
the last chamber
contains
immobilized
cholesterol oxidase

Color band Simple, accurate,
stable, combine all
steps in a single
device

Complex design 11

Coffee-ring effect and
ELISA

Human IgG Paper-based color
ELISA combined
with coffee-ring
effect

Ruler readout of
color band width

Simple, rapid, and
not affected by
ambient temperature

Accuracy and
precision compared
to standard tests
were not performed

12

Fluorescent detection on
surface-modied
cellulosic lter papers

Tear lactoferrin TbCl3 and NaHCO3

solutions were used
for uorescent
detection of
lactoferrin on
sulfated anionic
polysaccharide i-

Distance-based
readout of green
uorescence band

Simple, cheap, fast
with no need for
calibration

Require UV
illumination

13

Accuracy and
precision are less
than other assays
Clinical applications
are not clear

20524 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528 © 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 1 (Contd. )

Technique Application Principal Quantitation Advantages Disadvantages Reference

carrageenan-
modied cellulosic
lter paper

Sweet hydrogel
integrated paper-based
device

Cocaine and
adenosine in urine

Aptamer cross-linked
hydrogel for target
recognition, cascade
enzymatic reactions
for signal
amplication, within
microuidic paper-
based device

Distance-based color
readout

Cost-effective,
disposable, easy to
fabricate, sensitive,
selective, detection
of a variety of targets

Detection by
a cellular phone
camera aer
30 minutes, requires
controlled
conditions and
multiple washing
steps

14

Aptamer and enzyme-
based origami paper
device

Cocaine and
adenosine

Aptamer and
invertase-DNA
conjugate
functionalized
sepharose beads,
and cascade
enzymatic reactions,
within a 3D
microuidic paper-
based device

Brown bar chart
reading

One step, low-cost,
small volume,
disposable,
applicable to many
targets, and simple

Accuracy and
stability were not
discussed

15

CRISPR Cas12a-
hydrogel-integrated
paper-based devices

Invasive fungi
(Candida and
Aspergillus)

CRISPR Cas12a for
target recognition,
a DNA hydrogel
coupled with
a cascade of
enzymatic reactions
for signal
amplication and
transduction, within
a paper-based
microuidic chips

Brown color ruler-
readout

Sensitivity,
selectivity, low-cost,
and ease of operation

Stability was not
tested

16

Liquid crystalline
visualization

Bilirubin in
biological samples

Immobilizing 4-
cyano-40-
pentylbiphenyl (5CB)
(liquid crystalline)
followed by
ultrasound-assisted
decomposition by
hydroxyl radical
generated from the
oxidase enzymatic
reaction of the
analyte

Length of color Simple, accurate
with low detection
limit, applicable to
many biomarkers
and reproducible

Require ultrasound
systems controlled
by a smartphone

17

Enzymatic, metal
complexation, and
nanoparticle aggregation
device

Glucose, nickel, and
glutathione

Enzymatic reactions,
metal complexation,
and nanoparticle
aggregation

Distance-based of
color band

Simple, fast, and
cost-effective

Sample needs to be
solubilized, can be
affected by
environmental
conditions

18

Silver nanoparticle
aggregation on paper-
based devices

Aerosol oxidative
activity

Elman's reagent with
chemical oxidation
of dithiothreitol on
silver nanoparticle
aggregation coupled
to glutathione
oxidation in a paper-
based device

Length of color Sensitive, rapid,
simple, portable,
low-cost

Environmental
applications only

19

Paper/poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA)
integrated microuidic
ELISA-Chip

Immunoglobulin G Utilizes the
movement of
immunoassay
complexes with
magnetic beads

Distance-based of
color

Accurate, cost-
effective, disposable,
and easy to fabricate

Stability was not
tested

20
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Table 1 (Contd. )

Technique Application Principal Quantitation Advantages Disadvantages Reference

using a permanent
magnet in PMMA

Passive ow of
amphiphilic biosample
on a microuidic device

Amphiphilic
biosample
(surfactants, DNA,
bovine serum
albumin, human
albumin, nitrite,
glucose, and low-
density lipoprotein)

The ow length
decreased with
increasing
concentration of an
amphiphilic sample
because of
adsorption of the
sample on the
hydrophobic barrier

Distance-based of
color band

Simple, no reagents,
immediate, portable,
small volume, and
cheap

Semi-quantitative,
not specic, affected
by environmental
conditions
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reaction fades due to dryness and disabled agglutination.36 The
clarity of positive versus negative results using color intensity and
the elution tail of paper-based agglutination assay compared to
standard slide/card agglutination assays in which the visual
observation of positive agglutination reaction is subjective.35

Clarity and simplicity can be further enhanced in paper-based
agglutination assay using “yes/no” or “+/−” design, which
increases its applicability to POCs test by the lay personnel.
Importantly, quantitative assessment of slide/card agglutination
assays is compromised by the difficulty in observation of the
agglutination strength,34,35 while distance-based quantication in
paper-based agglutination assay is more accurate and reliable.

The paper-based assay used the chromatographic elution of
colored agglutination clumps based on size within a porous
paper matrix to provide a distance-based migration that corre-
sponds to the target concentration. The mechanism has been
described previously for the qualitative detection of blood groups
or plasma and serum separation.8,27,37,38 Quantitative and
equipment-free POCs were used for the measurement of
enzymes, proteins, nucleic acids, and metal ions with limited
reports on infectious agents or cells.1,4,5,7,12,16,20 The validation of
bacterial cell agglutination, quantitative transformation based on
migration distance, and clinical applications on Brucella and
Salmonella infections were not reported before. Implications of
POC tests for infectious diseases diagnosis including Brucella and
Salmonella are huge, especially in endemic low resources
countries.22–26 Other approaches for simple, quantitative,
distance-based paper POC assays were developed.8–17 Color band
height or distance were used for cholesterol, high-density lipo-
protein, glucose, bilirubin, nickel, glutathione, immunoglobulin,
aerosol oxidative activity, cocaine, lactoferrin, theophylline, and
metals measurements.8–20 Semi-quantitative ow distance
measurements of DNA, bovine serum albumin, human albumin,
and low-density lipoprotein were also reported.21
Conclusions

Colored agglutinated bacterial cells by corresponding antibodies
migrate within the porous paper structure according to the size/
strength of agglutination aer chromatographic elution with
a buffer. The distance of migration can be used as a reading point
20526 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20516–20528
in a thermometer-like approach to quantify antibody concentra-
tions. This principle was optimized and validated for the quanti-
tative detection of anti-Brucella and anti-Salmonella antibodies. The
same approach can be used for the detection of other anti-bacterial
antibodies or other agglutination assays. Furthermore, the prin-
ciple can be applied to human cells including red blood cells
agglutination, latex beads agglutination, and other types of beads to
detect and quantify the corresponding antibodies in different
diseases. A simple, quantitative, and equipment-free paper-based
POC prototype that detects serum antibodies using bacterial cell
agglutination elution was successfully developed. This test can be
used for simple “+/−” results or distance-based quantitative anal-
ysis of corresponding target concentrations. Different text reporting
with numbers using microuidic patterns has been developed to
enhance the non-technical end-user applications.
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